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ABSTRACT: Charges are considered an integral part of protein structure and function, enhancing solubility and providing specificity in molecular interactions. We wished to investigate whether charged amino acids are indeed required for protein biogenesis and whether a protein completely free of titratable side chains can maintain solubility, stability, and function. As a model, we used a cellulose-binding domain from Cellulomonas fimi, which, among proteins of more than 100 amino acids, presently is the least charged in the Protein Data Bank, with a total of only four titratable residues. We find that the protein shows a surprising resilience toward extremes of pH, demonstrating stability and function (cellulose binding) in the pH range from 2 to 11. To ask whether the four charged residues present were required for these properties of this protein, we altered them to nontitratable ones. Remarkably, this chargeless protein is produced reasonably well in Escherichia coli, retains its stable three-dimensional structure, and is still capable of strong cellulose binding. To further deprive this protein of charges, we removed the N-terminal charge by acetylation and studied the protein at pH 2, where the C-terminus is effectively protonated. Under these conditions, the protein retains its function and proved to be both soluble and have a reversible folding–unfolding transition. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a soluble, functional protein with no titratable side chains has been produced.

Charge is one of the fundamental properties thought to be required for proper folding and function of proteins, and protein charges are considered to be crucial for protein solubility. Seven different amino acid residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, His, Cys, and Tyr) have titratable side chains in a pH interval from 2 to 12. Of these, the first five are typically categorized as the charged residues*, because they are usually found in an ionized state near neutral pH. In an average, soluble protein, Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, and His together comprise ~25% by number. In accordance with their high prevalence, it is generally accepted that surface charges provide a means for specificity and topological orientation of surface interactions in proteins.† At the same time, charge–charge interactions are generally regarded as being important to protein solubility by inducing long-range repulsion between like-charged species. This has been clearly demonstrated by introduction of charged side chains on a massive scale, termed “supercharging”, and has, albeit at a cost of thermodynamic stability, in several instances been shown to provide an increased resilience toward aggregation, particularly at elevated temperatures. In line with this observation, thermo-stable proteins, in general, contain more surface charges than their mesophilic counterparts. Neutralization of surface charges is suggested to be required for efficient amyloid fibril formation, and chemical and mutational neutralization of charges has indeed been shown to promote the rate of fibrillation. A better understanding of how surface charges affect protein solubility and aggregation rates has many important medical and industrial applications. It has been shown that charged amino acids contribute favorably to solubility in a pH- and context-dependent manner. However, the solubility of native proteins appears to correlate only with the fraction of the accessible surface area that is negatively charged, not with the fraction that is positively charged. This has been suggested to be due to weak hydration of arginine and lysine residues. The effects of salt bridges on protein stability have been studied using double-mutant cycles, and although the significance of naturally occurring salt bridges remains controversial, stabilization through protein engineering has been reported. In any case, the stabilizing effects of individual salt bridges are highly context-dependent, as they depend on the accessible surface area of the salt bridge, long-range charge–charge interactions with the rest of the protein, and the specific geometry of residues involved. In addition to local interactions such as salt bridges, Coulombic interactions between charged residues distinguish themselves by being able to act over relatively long distances. Thus, a change in the charge state of one residue, when titrated, may influence many other titratable residues, resulting in a complex overall titration.
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behavior that is difficult to follow experimentally and predict computationally.

To evaluate the relevance of bulk surface charge, attempts have been made to produce a protein without titratable residues. Studies have shown both ubiquitin and ribosomal protein S6 to be folded under conditions where they are essentially uncharged, demonstrating that surface charges are not essential for protein stability or in vitro folding. To make ubiquitin uncharged, a combination of mutagenesis, bulk chemical modification, and pH titration was used. The construction of charge-free S6 followed a different approach, in which all the positively charged residues were replaced with serines and the negative charges titrated. Although this was attempted, it was not possible to produce charge-free S6 by mutagenesis alone. Both uncharged proteins differed from their parent proteins, in that they suffered from low solubility. Further, while both proteins are essentially uncharged at low pH, they become highly charged at higher pH values. It is generally thought that charged, hydrophobic, and polar residues are necessary to build globular folded proteins. In line with this, the attempts to construct "reduced alphabet" proteins have always included representative members of all three groups to cover the biophysical properties deemed necessary for protein function. The charge-free proteins mentioned above challenge this view by being both stable and folded. However, in both cases, the proteins still contained carboxylic amino acids and the charge depletion came at a cost in the form of low solubility. To make further progress in making a charge-free protein, we chose to start from a protein already carrying only a few charges and to apply a reduced amino acid alphabet of 14 amino acids in which the class that is able to carry a charge in the given protein context has been completely omitted. This approach made us ask the simple question: is it at all possible to produce in vivo a protein without charged amino acids that is both soluble and functional? Indeed, we have produced the first known example, artificial or natural, of a fully functional and highly soluble protein without charged amino acids. The chargeless protein is expressed well in *Escherichia coli*, retains high solubility, and maintains its biological function in the complete pH range from 2 to 12.

![Figure 1. Charge depletion of EXG:CBM.](image)

**Figure 1.** Charge depletion of EXG:CBM. (A) Wild-type EXG:CBM has a potential of four positive (blue) and two negative (red) charges at neutral pH (assuming the "standard" pK\(_a\) values for all residues). None of the residues are located within the cellulose-binding site, which includes residues Trp17, Trp54, Trp72, Asn15, and Asn87 (represented as sand-colored sticks). (B) The EXG:CBM\(^{MQMW}\) mutant has the potential for two charges, because of only its two termini. (C) Acetylation of the N-terminus renders the protein acEXG:CBM\(^{MQMW}\), which by protonation of the C-terminus at pH 2.0 becomes completely uncharged. (D) Sequence of EXG:CBM. The mutated residues are colored blue (positive residues) and red (negative residue). Hydroxy amino acids are colored green, and amide amino acids are colored orange.
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**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Design of a Charge-Free Protein.** Residues at positions 26, 36, and 68 are exposed to solvent, while the histidine at position 90 has only limited surface exposure. To identify the least destabilizing mutations, we calculated the change in free energy of unfolding for all noncharged substitutions using FoldX. The construction of charge-free S6 followed a different approach, in which all the positively charged residues were replaced with serines and the negative charges titrated. Although this was attempted, it was not possible to produce charge-free S6 by mutagenesis alone. Both uncharged proteins differed from their parent proteins, in that they suffered from low solubility. Further, while both proteins are essentially uncharged at low pH, they become highly charged at higher pH values. It is generally thought that charged, hydrophobic, and polar residues are necessary to build globular folded proteins. In line with this, the attempts to construct "reduced alphabet" proteins have always included representative members of all three groups to cover the biophysical properties deemed necessary for protein function. The charge-free proteins mentioned above challenge this view by being both stable and folded. However, in both cases, the proteins still contained carboxylic amino acids and the charge depletion came at a cost in the form of low solubility. To make further progress in making a charge-free protein, we chose to start from a protein already carrying only a few charges and to apply a reduced amino acid alphabet of 14 amino acids in which the class that is able to carry a charge in the given protein context has been completely omitted. This approach made us ask the simple question: is it at all possible to produce in vivo a protein without charged amino acids that is both soluble and functional? Indeed, we have produced the first known example, artificial or natural, of a fully functional and highly soluble protein without charged amino acids. The chargeless protein is expressed well in *Escherichia coli*, retains high solubility, and maintains its biological function in the complete pH range from 2 to 12.
resulting in the final chargeless variant presented here, EXG:CBM^{MQMW}.

**Expression and Purification.** Protein was prepared as described elsewhere, although EXG:CBM^{MQMW} eluted from Avicel (Sigma-Aldrich) at a lower temperature (68–75 °C). The yield of EXG:CBM^{MQMW} after the final purification (~2 mg/L) was also substantially lower than that of EXG:CBM (20 mg/L) in part because of a decreased resistance to lyophilization. Acetylation of EXG:CBM^{MQMW} was achieved by adding a 100-fold molar excess of acetic anhydride followed by chromatography on a Superdex 75 column. Complete acetylation was confirmed by mass spectrometry.

**Cellulose Binding Assay.** Two micrograms of each EXG:CBM variant (4 μg of acEXG:CBM^{MQMW}) and 2 μg of ribonuclease A (GE Healthcare) were diluted into 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at the appropriate pH and 1 mg of Avicel was added. The samples were incubated for 1 h at 4 °C, followed by centrifugation (5 min at 16000g). Supernatants were transferred to new Eppendorf tubes, and the cellulose pellets were washed twice with buffer. Supernatants and control samples without Avicel were precipitated by adding TCA to a final concentration of 12%. Cellulose and TCA pellets were resuspended directly in sample buffer and used for Tricine–sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Tricine–SDS–PAGE) as described previously.

**Solubility Measurements.** For measurements of precipitation propensity, lyophilized protein was suspended in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at the appropriate pH and monitored after centrifugation for 20 min at 20000g followed by measurement of the absorbance at 280 nm on a NanoDrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer. Samples were left at room temperature between measurements. Extinction coefficients from ExPASy ProtParam were used to convert absorbance to protein concentration. The solubility in ammonium sulfate was measured as described previously. All measurements were taken in triplicate.

**Stability Measurements.** Guanidine-induced unfolding was monitored via fluorescence spectroscopy using a PerkinElmer LSSS luminescence spectrometer. The samples (~0.3 μM protein with an appropriate amount of GdnHCl in 50 mM glycine (pH 2.6) or 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.0)) were excited at 280 nm, and the intensity of the emission at 350 nm was measured. All measurements were taken at 25 °C. Data were fitted using the linear-extrapolation method. The signal did not change significantly between 1 and 24 h after mixing the samples, so 1 h was chosen for equilibration.

**Circular Dichroism (CD).** Changes in the secondary and tertiary structure as a response to pH were followed using CD signals in the far- and near-UV area (190–260 and 250–340 nm, respectively) with a J-810 Jasco spectropolarimeter. The proteins (10–50 μM) were diluted in 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer at the appropriate pH. All measurements were performed at 25 °C. Each spectrum is an average of 10 (far-UV) or 5 (near-UV) spectra.

**NMR Spectroscopy.** Cultures were grown in MOPS medium with 15NH4Cl (98%, Sigma-Aldrich) as the nitrogen source. The proteins were expressed and purified with Avicel as for the unlabeled protein. The protein was dissolved in 90 mM KCl, 10% D2O, 1 mM 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS), and 0.02% NaN3 to a final concentration of ~1.1 mM (EXG:CBM) or ~0.3 mM (EXG:CBM^{MQMW}). Protein solutions were brought to the starting pH and titrated with either NaOH (EXG:CBM) or HCl (EXG:CBM^{MQMW}). The pH of the sample was determined before and after each NMR measurement and was generally in good agreement (<0.1 pH). Measurements were taken in Shigemi tubes on a 750 MHz (EXG:CBM) or 800 MHz (EXG:CBM^{MQMW}) Varian Inova spectrometer at 25 °C. The Varian BioPack gNhsqc.c pulse sequence was used for HSQC experiments and the sofastNhmq.c pulse sequence for HMBC experiments. pKα values were obtained by calculating a weighted chemical shift change from the proton (ΔHδ) and nitrogen (ΔNδ) chemical shifts of each backbone amide using

\[ WΔδ = \frac{W_0(10^{pH-pKα} + W_0)}{1 + 10^{pH-pKα}} \]

and fitting to the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation of the form

\[ WΔδ = \sqrt{ΔHδ^2 + 0.154ΔNδ^2} \]

Only strong, unambiguous assigned chemical shifts were used for the calculation (resulting in different cutoffs in the basic region of the pH scale for the different residues), and only signals with significant changes (Wδmax ≥ 0.1) were considered. The pKα values of the C-terminus and Asp36 were determined directly from their respective amid signals. Because of line broadening and loss of the His90 amid signal, the pKα value of His90 was determined from a global fit of nine of the spatially closest residues (S46, G47, Q48, Q49, G88, S89, Thr91, Thr93, and Ala95).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**Design of a Charge-Free Protein.** To identify a low-charge protein with a known well-defined tertiary structure, we searched the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for a soluble protein of >100 residues that has the smallest number of titratable residues. Using this method, we identified a cellulose-binding domain from *Cellulomonas fimi*, xylanase B (PDB entry 1EXG), with only four residues of 110 being charged, K28, D36, R68, and H90 (Figure 1). Three of these four charged residues are fully solvent exposed, while H90 is only slightly accessible (14% calculated with GETAREA). None are located at the cellulose-binding site. To assess whether some of the charged residues might be essential for structure or function, we aligned the sequence with homologous protein domains from the NCBI database. This indicated that none of the four charges were conserved (Figure S1).

The all-β 3D structure of this protein domain, which we term EXG:CBM, appears to be quite conventional with a well-defined hydrophobic core, and a disulfide bond, but without any tyrosine or free cysteine residues (which are also titratable). Interestingly, however, the protein surface is dominated by hydroxyl amino acids rather than charged side chains. In addition, it is of practical relevance that tight binding to cellulose provides a simple assay for function as well as a method of purification.

Several noncharged substitutions of the four charged residues were chosen on the basis of the predicted changes in the free energy of unfolding (calculated by FoldX) and assessed experimentally (see Experimental Procedures). The mutant variant presented here, EXG:CBM^{MQMW}, carries the K28M, D36Q, R68M, and H90W mutations. Further chemical modification of the N-terminus using an acetylation reagent yielded a protein (acEXG:CBM^{MQMW}) that is entirely free of ionic charges at low pH (Figure 1).
Expression of EXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub> in <i>E. coli</i> yielded approximately 8 mg of protein/L of culture. It should also be mentioned that EXG:CBM is part of a secreted protein with a single disulfide bond, and production in <i>E. coli</i> takes place via secretion into the periplasm. Whether the chaperone ensemble in the periplasm is more suited to deal with proteins with fewer charges, than the chaperones in the cytosol, is unknown.

EXG:CBM Remains Functional Despite Charge Depletion and Extreme pH Values. The binding of EXG:CBM to microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel) is strong (<i>K<sub>d</sub> ≈ 10<sup>-6</sup> M</i>) and on this basis, we have developed a purification protocol, which includes a combination of batch coupling and elution from cellulose with hot distilled water (<i>75−80 °C</i>) followed by chromatography on Superdex 75. Following each step, pooled fractions were concentrated by lyophilization. This procedure was also implemented for the mutant protein, although the temperature at which the mutant protein was eluted from cellulose was somewhat lower (<i>68−75 °C</i>).

To assess the functionality of the EXG:CBM variants in a broad pH range, the proteins were dissolved in phosphate buffer at pH 2, 7, and 12, centrifuged to remove potential precipitation, and transferred to a new tube to which cellulose was added and collected after incubation for 1 h. EXG:CBM, EXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub>, and acEXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub> retained their binding to the cellulose under all pH conditions, resulting in complete pull down (Figure 2). These results are in agreement with those of previous experiments showing the binding to be independent of pH in the range from 3 to 9.<sup>43</sup> The indifference toward pH for all three variants of EXG demonstrates that none of the charged residues are vital for the binding of EXG:CBM to cellulose. These observations are consistent with previous results identifying the cellulose-binding site to mainly comprise residues Trp<sub>17</sub>, Trp<sub>54</sub>, and Trp<sub>72</sub> and a few other potential hydrogen bonding residues in the vicinity of these residues.<sup>43</sup>

![Figure 2. Cellulose binding assay. The indicated EXG:CBM protein variants and ribonuclease A (included as a loading control) were incubated with Avicel for 1 h followed by centrifugation to precipitate functional EXG:CBM bound to cellulose. “Cellulose” and “Supernatant” fractions were subjected to Tricine–SDS–PAGE. “TCA pellet” refers to TCA pellets from control samples without Avicel but otherwise treated in the same manner. The arrows indicate the position of EXG:CBM bands (2 μg per lane for EXG:CBM and EXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub> and 4 μg per lane for acEXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub>), while the higher-molecular weight bands (indicated with <) are ribonuclease A (2 μg per lane), which stays in solution over the full pH range.](image)

![Figure 3. Precipitation propensity of acEXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub>. The tendency of acEXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub> to precipitate out of solution under three different pH conditions was followed over time by high-speed centrifugation and measurement of the absorbance at 280 nm. Measurements were performed in triplicate and normalized to the mean of the measurements at 1 h. The initial protein concentrations were 7−10 mg/mL. Notably, even in the fully uncharged state, at pH 2, acEXG:CBM<sub>MQMW</sub> remains soluble and retains its cellulose binding functionality completely after 2 weeks (Figure S3). As such, neither the substitutions themselves nor the charge removal seems to have a substantial impact on protein functionality.](image)

Charge Depletion of EXG:CBM Leaves the Protein Highly Soluble. Because previous studies report that charge depletion can inflict lowered protein solubility<sup>30</sup> and increased precipitation rates,<sup>31</sup> we examined these properties of the EXG:CBM variants. Following incubation of the proteins at concentrations of 7−10 mg/mL for a period of up to 2 weeks, we did not observe any precipitation, and the proteins remained stable at pH 2, 7, and 12 (Figure 3 and Figure S2).
Interestingly, the three soluble proteins (ubiquitin and protein S6. The surface of ubiquitin would be explanation for the low solubility observed for charge-free (Table S2 and ref 46). This could also provide a plausible abundance of hydroxy and amide amino acids on the surface (2K3O, 2KHM, and 3NDY) all have a similar abnormal the PDB with only other well-studied, globular proteins (Table S2). Also amide residues (Asn and Gln) are abundant on the surface (Table S2), might also result in long-lived, soluble constructs. The solubility of EXG:CBM was significantly affected by removing the positive N-terminus (Figure 4). This appears to be in conflict with both the observation of the negligible effect of positive surface area on solubility and other studies showing that the positively charged amino and guanidino groups of lysine and arginine residues, respectively, are not able to increase the solubility of hydrophobic patches in proteins. On the other hand, acEXG:CBM has a very low net charge (~1 at pH 7), and lysine residues have been shown to increase the solubility of proteins with a low or positive net charge.

Figure 4. Ammonium sulfate precipitation of EXG:CBM, EXG:CBMMQMW, and acEXG:CBMMQMW. The protein solubility was measured in different concentrations of ammonium sulfate. The standard deviation of three independent measurements is shown. The lines show the best exponential fit. All measurements and preparations were performed at pH 7 and 25 °C.

up to 40% PEG 10000 and protein at concentrations as high as 20 mg/mL in 50 mM MOPS.

How does EXG:CBM maintain solubility in the absence of charges? First, an intramolecular disulfide bond tethers the N- and C-termini, making aggregation by unfolding from the termini difficult. Second, the surface of EXG:CBM is rich in hydroxy amino acids (Ser and Thr), which occupy a third of the solvent accessible surface area. This is ~3 times more than in other well-studied, globular proteins (Table S2). Also amide residues (Asn and Gln) are abundant on the surface (Table S2), and this could explain why even the charge-modified variants can maintain such an unexpected high solubility (≥55 mg/mL). Interestingly, the three soluble proteins (≥100 amino acids) in the PDB with only five or six charged residues (PDB entries 2K3O, 2KHM, and 3NDY) all have a similar abnormal abundance of hydroxy and amide amino acids on the surface (Table S2 and ref 46). This could also provide a plausible explanation for the low solubility observed for charge-free ubiquitin and protein S6. The surface of ubiquitin would be enriched with amide groups arising from the carbamylation of the positive residues but would still have a very low fraction of hydroxy groups compared to that of EXG:CBM. Even though all Lys and Arg residues are replaced with Ser in protein S6, the total surface area of hydroxy amino acids would still be only 16% in our simple analysis (Table S2). This is still only approximately half of what is seen in the natural weakly charged proteins. The effects of the introduction of hydroxy and amide residues on protein solubility have been tested experimentally, and although only a modest tendency to increase the solubility is seen, the introduction of such residues on a massive scale might effectively keep a protein soluble. If this is true, charge depletion of other weakly charged proteins, which are within error the same as that of the parent protein at neutral pH (28 kJ mol⁻¹), and lysine residues have

Figure 5. Chemical unfolding at neutral and low pH shows that stabilities are unaffected by charge state except for protonation of His90 in wild-type EXG:CBM. Protein unfolding was measured via the change in Trp fluorescence intensity. Solid lines represent fits using the linear extrapolation method normalized to the fraction of unfolded protein. A non-normalized version of the figure can be seen in Figure S5.

ΔG_DN, C_m, and m values (Table 1). The unfolding was in all cases fully reversible (Figure S4). We find that EXG:CBM is a relatively stable protein with an unfolding free energy at neutral pH (28 kJ mol⁻¹) that is comparable to those of many similarly sized proteins. The stabilities of EXG:CBM and acEXG:CBM are within error the same as that of the parent protein at neutral pH. The mechanism of TCA precipitation is still not fully understood, but our results indicate that the precipitating qualities of TCA are not solely linked to disruption of electrostatic interactions. Another result of practical relevance is the observation that the Coomassie staining efficiency of acEXG:CBM is reduced several-fold relative to that of EXG:CBM (Figure 2). This is most likely caused by the removal of positive charges.

Stability and Structure Are Preserved in EXG:CBM and acEXG:CBM. The thermodynamic stability of EXG:CBM, EXG:CBMQMW, and acEXG:CBMQMW showed a cooperative denaturant-induced unfolding/refolding transition at both neutral pH and low pH (Figure 5 and Figure S5), which allowed us to determine
studying protonation states in the EXG:CBM system. As NMR has previously been used to determine the structure of EXG:CBM, assignments of the wild-type HSQC spectra could be adopted directly. The five N-terminal amino acids of the protein cannot be detected in the spectra and are thought to be unstructured. After assignment of the peaks, titration of EXG:CBM was conducted from pH 2 to 9 in increments of 1/3 pH unit. The protein clearly remains structured over the entire pH interval with only minor changes in the chemical shifts for most residues (Figure S6). However, the signal for H90 and several peaks from residues spatially close disappear between pH 3 and 5, suggesting a conformational change or local adaptation to the protonation of H90 taking place with an intermediate exchange rate. Despite the small number of titratable residues in EXG:CBM, we were able to detect significant changes in more than half of the backbone amide chemical shifts. The simplicity of the system is, however, evident from the fact that all titration curves could be fitted well by a single Henderson–Hasselbalch equation (Figure S9). The pK_a values of D36, H90, and the C-terminal G110 were found to be 4.2, 4.0, and 3.5, respectively. The measured pK_a value of H90 (4.0) is substantially shifted downward relative to the reference value (6.5) in an alanine pentapeptide, suggesting that the protonation of this residue could be responsible for the destabilization of EXG:CBM observed at low pH. This is further supported by the fact that the drop in stability is not observed in EXG:CBM^MQMW or other mutants not containing the His residue. Because no chemical shift changes were observed above pH 6 for EXG:CBM (Figure S6), the titration of EXG:CBM^MQMW was conducted from pH 1.8 to 6.2. The resulting spectra clearly demonstrated the persistence of the protein toward changes in pH (Figure 6). Only very few changes in chemical shifts are evident, all of which fitted to the Henderson–Hasselbalch equation and is consistent with titration of the C-terminus with a pK_a of 3.7 ± 0.2 (Figure S10). The inertness of the protein to pH might in part be sustained by its unstructured N-terminus, giving the N-terminal charge only little uniform effect on the rest of the protein (much like a free ion). In fact, not a single peak in the EXG:CBM HSQC experiments (Figure S9) is significantly affected by the presumed protonation of the N-terminus (pK_a ~ 8) in the pH interval between 6 and 9. Taken together, these data clearly indicate that changing the pH has an only limited impact on the structure of EXG:CBM^MQMW.

**Table 1. Parameters for Guanidine Hydrochloride-Induced Unfolding**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EXG:CBM</th>
<th>EXG:CBM^MQMW</th>
<th>acEXG:CBM^MQMW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pH 2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m (kJ mol⁻¹ M⁻¹)</td>
<td>13.4 ± 1.6</td>
<td>14.1 ± 2.0</td>
<td>11.8 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_m (M)</td>
<td>1.54 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.03</td>
<td>2.14 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔG_DN (kJ mol⁻¹)</td>
<td>20.7 ± 2.6</td>
<td>31.3 ± 4.8</td>
<td>25.2 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The m and ΔG_DN were both obtained by fitting to the linear extrapolation method (see Experimental Procedures). The values presented here are the averages of several experiments, and their uncertainties represent the maximal deviations of the results of individual experiments from this average rather than the uncertainty from global fitting of the entire data set. C_m was calculated from m and ΔG_DN.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

We have demonstrated that the charge-minimized protein EXG:CBM^MQMW is folded and functional as judged by several criteria. (i) It is capable of high-affinity cellulose binding. (ii) It has a well-defined folding transition similar in shape and stability to that of the wild type. (iii) NMR spectra are well dispersed and similar to that of the wild type. (iv) Its solubility

![Figure 6. EXG:CBM^MQMW 15N HSQC spectra at pH 1.8 (red) and pH 6.3 (black).](image_url)
is surprisingly high (at least 55 mg/mL), and it does not have any tendency to precipitate over extended periods of time. These results also apply to the acetylated form of the mutant protein. While previous reports of charge-free proteins depend heavily on low pH to be uncharged, our study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to show a fully functional protein completely free of titratable side chains. It demonstrates that while charged residues in many cases do aid the in vivo folding and solubility of proteins, they are not an absolute prerequisite. The existence of charge-depleted EXG:CBM42MW therefore adds to our understanding of what is achievable with protein design, and we envisage that this protein can be useful in helping elucidate detailed electrostatic properties in proteins.
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